Scottish Sheep
Farm of the Year

Small Steps
Delivering
Big Benefits
Bankhouse Farm at Stow, near Galashiels, may not
be the biggest of farms but punches well above its
weight in terms of both grass production and kilos of
meat produced per hectare of grass.

T

he 107-hectare farm lifted the title
of AgriScot Scottish Sheep Farm of
the Year (sponsored by Thorntons
Solicitors) in November. It is run by Graham
Lofthouse, in partnership with his parents
Bert and Wilma, and was bought by Graham’s
grandfather in 1959.
The panel of judges was very impressed by
Graham’s knowledge and attention to detail,
and what shone through were the impressive
results delivered by continuous small
improvements.
Hamish Dykes, one of the award judges, said:
“We are in an era where we are often told that
big is best and expansion is key. However, the
success at Bankhouse turns this on its head and
proves that a profitable sheep enterprise, and a
viable income, can be generated from a smaller
farm.”
Graham is married to Kathleen and the couple
have a five-year-old son, Cameron. The family
have recently had to deal with losing about
14 hectares of their land due to compulsory
purchase for the new Borders Railway.
“Worse than losing the acreage was losing much
of our wintering area on the old railway track for
about 300 sheep and 30 cows, and our vehicle
access across the farm,” observed Graham.
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However, not one to dwell on negatives,
he invested the compulsory purchase
compensation in a new sheep shed to house
some of his 560 Easycare ewes and hoggs.
Graham has been operating a closed Easycare
flock for eight years, using home-bred tups
for the majority and buying in Suffolk tups for
about 100 ewes in what he calls the “B” flock.
“Any ewe which has problems is ear notched
and given a chance in the B flock, but her lambs
are never retained,” said Graham.
“If she has problems a second year, she will be
culled. Using Suffolk rams lets me easily identify
lambs which should not be retained, and the
fast growth rates allow me to finish them early.”
This autumn, Graham ran 106 out of 123
ewe lambs with the tup. His criterion for ewe
lambs to go to the tup is that they must have
reached 65% of their mature weight, or 40kg,
at tupping time. The hoggs scanned 110% in
2016, with the ewes at 184%.
Through careful management, lamb losses are
kept to a minimum. Graham said: “For the last
seven years we now have an average of 7%
lamb mortality from scanning to sale.”

He added: “Body condition and nutrition are
the key focus points for us in keeping cost of
production down, and the biggest opportunity
for this is grass. It is the perfect high-quality
feed, with the right balance of protein and
energy, and we need to exploit its potential.”
Sheep and cattle have been on a rotational
paddock-grazing system at Bankhouse for
six years, and grass production has improved
from 7,600kg DM/ha to 10,800kg DM/ha.
Graham is now making 500 tonnes more silage
than previously, all at around 11ME, and he
has reduced bought-in feed costs by 60%.

“Body condition and nutrition
are the key focus points for us in
keeping cost of production down,
and the biggest opportunity for
this is grass."
He said: “Paddock grazing has allowed us
to maintain stock numbers without taking
rented grazing, and in 2015 we produced
830kg/ha of beef and lamb.”

Making a net profit without Single Farm
Payment is a business objective for Graham, and
he has achieved this consistently in the last four
years. He is an advocate for benchmarking his
costs of production and monitoring his financial
performance, which in turn helps him make
informed management decisions.
“Farmers are always told that it is difficult to
make money from smaller units, but if I can do
it, imagine the potential on a larger farm. I think
also that there is potential for new entrants
to take on smaller farms and, by managing
the grass and stock well, make a good living,”
said Graham. “For us, the sheep enterprise
is all about marginal gains, getting the body
condition right, getting the nutrition right, and
they all add up to a bigger overall benefit.”
The lambs not retained for replacements are
all finished and sold to Scotbeef at an average
18.7kg deadweight, 2 or 3L and R grade or
above. With only 130 lambs left to sell at the
end of November, only two “O” grades had
been recorded.
Graham works closely with his vet practice,
the Royal Dick in Edinburgh, to maintain
a comprehensive flock health plan which
includes faecal egg counts, a fluke plan and
regular body condition scoring.

Graham is delighted that, for the last four
years, his ewes have consistently managed
to produce more than their own body weight
in lambs at weaning. He has recently installed
an electronic weigh crate, which allows him
to weigh and assess ewes individually rather
than on a flock basis. He can now select his
ideal breeding females - smaller sheep with
high growth rates and excellent maternal
traits.
The cattle enterprise of 72, mainly Simmental,
cross suckler cows complements the sheep
side of the business, and Graham’s focus is
now on using Aberdeen Angus and Hereford
bulls to bring down cow size and manage the
cattle as efficiently as the sheep on the farm.
As someone who likes to keep his head
down and get on with the work, Graham was
surprised but pleased to be nominated for
Agriscot Scottish Sheep Farm of the Year, and
of course delighted to receive the award.+

Look out for your chance to enter
or nominate in the summer for the
AgriScot Scottish Sheep Farm
of the Year 2017.
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